
Trust Economy Report
The True Value of Reviews

Our survey of nearly 2,000 British consumers, conducted 
in partnership with Censuswide, reveals that online 
review communities have transformed the way we make 
purchasing decisions. Find out more...

business.trustpilot.co.uk
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V is the predicted percentage increase in revenue due 
to online reviews in terms of:
P = number of positive reviews
N = number of negative reviews
R = number of satisfactorily resolved negative reviews

01. Foreword
The old days of broadcasting engineered marketing messages at consumers doesn’t work. Today’s 
consumers believe in their fellow buyers and have the power - because of social media - to make or break 
a business. As Nielsen’s Global Trust in Advertising report demonstrated, opinions posted by consumers 
online (both good and bad) are the most trusted form of advertising today. Our research highlights the 
significant impact that online reviews are having on purchasing decisions, and ultimately to the British 
economy, showing that customer service has to be an absolute priority for any business. 

The fact that 2 in 5 respondents have never written an online 
review, yet 77% say online reviews help them make a purchasing 
decision, shows that we need to encourage more people to share 
their experiences, whether good or bad. We find that many retailers 
are reluctant to ask for reviews as they’re worried about what their 
customers might say, but the reality is that most serve a raft of satisfied 
customers. People accept that brands aren’t perfect, so a few negative 
reviews are to be expected – the acid test is how you handle them.

Peter Mühlmann, Trustpilot CEO

02. Executive Summary and Highlights

Online reviews are making a significant impact on British businesses, creating the 
potential to generate up to 40% additional revenue each year.  

This is the finding of a survey of nearly 2,000 UK consumers who made purchases online in the past 
year. Commissioned by Trustpilot, one of the world’s largest and fastest growing online review-driven 
communities, the survey reveals key findings and some surprising insights into how online reviews are 
impacting the ecommerce sector.

The Science Behind the Figures

Trustpilot partnered with renowned Cambridge 
University mathematician, William Hartston, to 
develop a formula to calculate the economic 
impact of online reviews on UK businesses.

The formula expressing the most important 
features revealed by this research is... 

V = 7.9 (0.62P - 0.17N² + 0.15R)

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Online+reviews+could+increase+British+businesses'+revenues+by+40%+per+year.+http://bit.ly/RPfpmZ
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In Layman’s Terms?

It’s simple – positive reviews increase business revenue...=

=+
...satisfactorily resolving issues raised by negative reviews can 
negate the impact of bad reviews almost entirely.

Words are Worth Millions

The power of online review-driven communities is undeniable – digital word of mouth is mattering more 
and more to consumers as they look to their peers – not the press or marketing – to make informed 
purchasing decisions:

77%

62%

77% of UK consumers using the internet will look to online reviews before making 
their purchasing decision.

62% claim they’re more likely to do business with a company after reading a positive 
review.

1 in 5 will go on to spend at least 10% more with that company.

Consumers are Doing it for Themselves

60%

59%

60% of consumers have written an online review in 
the past year - of which 83% have been positive.

59% of people write negative reviews to protect others from a bad experience.

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=77%+of+UK+consumers+using+the+internet+will+look+to+online+reviews+before+making+their+purchasing+decision.+http://bit.ly/RPfpmZ
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Negative Power

Instead of ignoring or trying to brush aside negative reviews, companies must start considering the impact 
they have on the bottom line because:

89%

17%

78%

62%

89% of UK consumers are influenced by negative reviews.

17% of respondents said they were liable to be put off a company by a single 
negative review. 

78% claim negative reviews could deter them from making a purchase.

62% of respondents said reading a positive online review about a company would 
make them more likely to purchase from them.

The Positives of Negatives

However, a single negative review is not as damning as many retailers fear. 

Deal With It, Don’t Bury It

It is vital that retailers deal with online criticism. 

15%

15% of online shoppers say they are more likely to do business with a company which 
responded to a negative review and dealt with it successfully.
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         Companies which make a dedicated commitment to showing they care 
will reap the benefits. Remember, by making the effort to deal with negative 
reviews, you can defuse their impact on your bottom line, turning negative 
word of mouth into a genuine positive. You’ll be seen as a business that 
steps up and deals with issues - instead of running away from them.

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

The Bottom Line - for Retailers and Consumers

The survey reveals that the average annual spend on online shopping was £1,022 over the past year. 

The Trust Economy Report clearly demonstrates that retailers must embrace online reviews and regard 
them as a vital ally for increasing revenue, not as a threat to their businesses to be ignored or even vilified.

1,905 adults of varied ages from across the UK were surveyed online in November 
2013. All the respondents, of whom 789 were male and 1,116 were female, had made 
an online purchase in the past three years. Censuswide found respondents through its 
consumer database.

Censuswide abides by and employs members of the Market Research Society which is based on 
ESOMAR principles.

Consumers are empowering themselves - and businesses must adapt to this 
change to survive and flourish.

03. Methodology
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Trustpilot is an online review-driven community and platform that builds relationships between consumers 
and businesses. Launched in 2007, it has seen rapid adoption and now provides over 80,000 ecommerce 
businesses with TrustScores based on more than seven million reviews. Trustpilot operates in 24 countries 
with offices in the US, UK and Denmark. Trustpilot enables ecommerce businesses to engage with 
customers directly, inviting them to provide reviews of their online experience. This enables brands, in an 
increasingly crowded online world, to have a better dialogue with customers and channel feedback to 
improve business operations and customer satisfaction.

Find out more at business.trustpilot.co.uk

04. About Trustpilot

05. Findings

Q1. When making a new purchase online, rank the following in 
terms of whose opinion you value the most?*

Partner

Immediate family

Work colleagues

Somebody who has already used/purchased the same product

Third party authority (e.g. journalist)

Friends

Neighbours

19.90%

31.90%

40.80%

3.90%

2.30%

0.60%

0.50%
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Almost no one ranks a neighbour or work colleague as someone capable 
of providing a valuable opinion.

*Results from “Ranked No.1” list

         Most revealing is that the influence of traditional opinion-makers is 
decreasing - where once print media would be a consumer’s first port of call 
for expert opinion, ‘third party authorities’ now find themselves languishing 
towards the bottom of the league table (2.30%) with word of mouth now far 
more important (31.90%).

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

Q2. If you read a negative online review about a company you were 
intending to buy a product or service from, how would this affect 
your purchasing decision?

I would carry out further research before making my purchasing decision.

I wouldn’t ever purchase from the company.

I would not purchase now, but may consider the company in the future.

I would still purchase from the company regardless, I don’t listen to online reviews.

6.10%

10.90%

77.50%

5.50%
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Q3. How many negative online reviews of a company would you 
need to read before you chose to stop doing business with them?

0 
(I don't pay 

attention to online 
reviews)

1 - 2

3 - 4

5 - 6
More than 6

11.00% 20.40% 38.10% 14.20% 16.30%

         Many businesses fear online review communities, believing a negative 
review could mean a lost sale. But with the vast majority of consumers 
stating that they would simply carry out further research to ensure they were 
making the right purchasing choice, that fear doesn’t hold water.

         If your company is receiving excessive negative online reviews, treat it 
as an opportunity, not as a threat to your business - such feedback can help 
identify inherent problems in your business that you can resolve.

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

How you deal with complaints is also important - compared with the 17% of consumers who say they 
are put off by a negative review, a similar figure of 15.2% say they are more likely to do business with 
a company if they see that a negative review has been addressed and dealt with by the business. 
The size of your company is relevant here - if your organisation has received thousands of reviews, 
shoppers will of course expect to see negative feedback occasionally. Don’t lose heart if you have 
three or more negative reviews interspersed amongst a wealth of positive feedback.
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Q4. When making a purchasing decision, how many positive online 
reviews of a company would you need to read before you were 
influenced by them?

0 
(I don't pay 

attention to online 
reviews)

1 - 2

3 - 4

5 - 6
More than 6

13.40% 22.90% 31.20% 14.60% 17.80%

Women are more influenced by reading positive reviews (67%) compared to men (55%).

         The impact of positive reviews correlates with that of negative reviews 
- three to four positive reviews are enough for the average consumer to 
be reassured that they are making the right choice. Any additional positive 
reviews are simply ‘gravy’.

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

67%

55%
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I wouldn’t spend 
any more

Up to 10% Up to 25%
Up to 75%Up to 50% Up to 100%

68.2% 11.9% 9.8% 6% 1.2% 3%

Q5. How much more money would you likely spend with a 
company if you had read a positive online review about them?

         The findings reflect that the majority of consumers will stick to 
buying the product they want - but positive reviews clearly offer a very real 
opportunity for increasing sales, again reflecting that online reviews can 
generate additional revenue.

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

The majority of people wouldn’t spend any more if they saw a positive review. Perhaps this shows 
that people primarily look at reviews to decide whether or not to make a purchase with a particular 
company; not to decide how much to spend.
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£101- £250

£51 - £100

Q6. How much money on average have you spent online in the last 
year?

£0 - £50

19.10%

12.20%

6.20%

£1,001- £2,000

£501- £1,000

£251- £500

£2,001- £4,000

Over £4,000

10.90%

4.70%

2.80%

19.90%

24.10%

         This is proof (if proof was ever needed) that online shopping is 
big business and companies need to exploit all avenues of customer 
engagement if they want to stay ahead of the competition. One such ally is 
online review communities that are proven to enhance a brand’s reputation 
for transparency and increase customer engagement.

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 
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2013

Yes

2014

No

Internet Retailing

Q7. Have you ever written an online review?

UK shoppers spent £91 billion online in 2013 and the UK’s ecommerce sector is predicted to grow by 
17% in 2014, with £107 billion spent online.

The majority of consumers have now written an online review, revealing that they find them increasingly 
important. It’s also interesting to learn which gender writes more reviews:

£91BN

£107BN

vs.

vs.

39.80%

62.70%

60.20%

56.70%

While revealing that younger demographics are the most likely to write a review of all age groups:

16-24

55+ (nearest competitor)

vs.

61.40%

66.70%

http://internetretailing.net/2014/01/uk-shoppers-spent-91bn-online-in-2013-and-look-set-to-spent-107bn-in-2014/
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The North East is the most vocal region in the UK, weighing 
in with 64.60%.

Q8. If you have written an online review, have the majority of these 
been:

Negative

About the same

Positive

2.80%

13.90%

83.30%

         Companies often cite that their biggest concern about online reviews 
is they are inevitably negative - that the online review space is filled with 
dissatisfied customers wanting to vent about perceived issues with a company 
and its products/services. But research shows that it’s the exact opposite - 
consumers actively want to praise great service and tell other consumers about 
it. Negative reviews certainly present a challenge for businesses, but there’s a 
lot you can do to mitigate, or even reverse, their effects.

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

Londoners are the most likely to write a negative review - but 
at a mere 5.20%, they’re hardly bucking the trend.
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Q9. Why do you write negative online reviews?

To protect others from a bad experience

To share publicly my negative experience

So other people won’t shop there

To help the business improve

To vent my frustration

I never write negative reviews

To get a response from the business

Other

30.30%

31.30%

58.90%

15.80%

11.00%

2.10%

17.00%

17.20%

         While wanting to protect other consumers from a bad experience is 
the number one priority for reviewers, what may surprise companies is that 
another key factor for posting a negative review is to help the business 
itself improve - the shopper doesn’t want to ‘destroy’ the company but help 
make it better.

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=About+59%+of+British+people+say+they+post+negative+reviews+'To+protect+others+from+a+bad+experience'.+http://bit.ly/RPfpmZ
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Q10. When are you most likely to write an online review?

When reminded by the company to leave feedback

Immediately after having a bad experience with a company

Immediately after having a good experience with a company

Other

20.70%

28.10%

47.50%

3.70%

         Companies should see the consumer’s preference for being asked to 
leave feedback as an opportunity. A feedback system is a safer way to monitor 
and deal with negative reviews - rather than a disgruntled consumer heading 
elsewhere to post a negative opinion.

Also, as the online review community scene grows, consumers might find it 
increasingly strange if a company doesn’t ask for their feedback. Is the company 
trying to hide something? Doesn’t it want to encourage transparency? Doesn’t it 
care what its customers think?

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

Q11. Why do you think people write negative online reviews?

To protect others from a bad experience

To vent frustration

50.10%

61.40%
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To share publicly negative experiences

To help the business improve

To get a response from the business

So other people won’t shop there

Other

Perception vs. Reality

How we perceive the reasons why people post negative reviews compared to why they actually do it is 
revealing, and should quash some of the fears companies have about online review communities:

34.40%

24.00%

19.10%

1.90%

35.10%

To vent frustration

To help the business improve

So other people won’t shop there

The perception

The perception

The perception

The reality*

The reality*

The reality*

vs.

vs.

vs.

17%

31.30%

15.80%

50.10%

19.10%

34.40%
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The key area where perception and reality match is:

To protect others from a bad experience

That last set of figures should be of primary concern to a company - consumers want to protect other 
consumers - and retailers should focus their efforts on this when addressing complaints in the online space:

Some 15.20% of people said seeing a negative review which was successfully resolved by a company 
will make them more likely to make a purchase than seeing a positive review. This proves that negative 
reviews aren’t the end of the world, and that engaging with reviewers can reap incredible rewards.

Address the individual’s problem while reassuring them - and ergo other 
readers - that such issues won’t occur again.

The perception

The reality*
vs.

58.90%

61.40%

* Based on Question 9.

Q12. What will make you more likely to purchase from a company?

Reading a negative online review that was successfully resolved by that company

I’m not influenced by online reviews

Reading a positive online review about the company

15.20%

22.60%

62.30%

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=15%+of+British+shoppers+said+reading+a+successfully+resolved+negative+review+would+make+them+more+likely+to+buy.+http://bit.ly/RPfpmZ
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If a company chooses to ignore reviews, never has the adage “cutting off 
your nose to spite your face” rung quite so true.

Q13. What device do you prefer to use when reading/writing online 
reviews?

Laptop

Desktop PC

It does not 
make a 

difference 
which device 

I use
MobileTablet Other

47.6% 35% 9% 5.9% 2.3% 0.3%

         The bottom line is clear - a positive review can have a dramatic effect 
on a company’s sales success and ignoring online review communities is 
closing down a potent source of revenue generation.

         In this age of mobile devices and adaptive websites, it might come as 
a surprise that when researching possible purchases, the humble laptop and 
the desktop PC remain the de facto choice for a vast majority of consumers - 
so make your full-sized websites shine and don’t neglect them.

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 

Jan Vels Jensen, Trustpilot CMO 
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Next steps
The report has many findings, but one message stands out. Engaging 
with online reviews is no longer an option for retailers: it’s essential 
for survival. If your team isn’t clear on how to manage reviews, it’s 
time to set roles, create processes and consider investing in review 
management software to make collaboration easier.   

Free eGuide
Find out how to ask the 
right questions, chase 
perfection and eliminate 
risk when choosing an 
online review platform.

Download Now!

http://go.trustpilot.com/cc_top5_en

